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Secretary Freeman’s global search for information 
and USDA’s evidence  based policy



Data for inventory control and crop price support:
The 1962 Farm Bill: agriculture as a public utility





Overview

• Some past IATP analysis of Chinese food and agribusiness
• U.S. demands of China
• Some commitments and  provisions in the ‘Phase One’ 2-

year MoU signed on 1/15/20
• ‘Phase One’ implementation challenges
• Three structural negotiations frameworks for trade offs 

outside but related to ‘Phase 2’ negotiations
• (As time permits, Q&A on 4th framework: IP and cyber-

security)
• Conclusion: framework and trade-offs priorities and 

feasibility







Analysis of a typical Memorandum of 
Understanding (not a MoU masquerading as a 

trade agreement!)



Beyond agriculture to the trade policy and 
strategic context of agricultural trade





Proposed 5/18 framework for negotiating 
U.S. demands in the so-called MoU
http://xqdoc.imedao.com/16329fa0c8b2da913fc9058b.pdf

http://xqdoc.imedao.com/16329fa0c8b2da913fc9058b.pdf


Some main U.S. demands

• Chinese government orders the purchase of $200 b. of 
U.S. goods by end-2020 (now end-2021)

• China ends all industrial subsidies and other support for 
Made in China 2025 industries

• China guarantees enforcement of U.S. IP and trade 
secrets with criminal penalties

• China reduces tariffs and ends non-tariff measures 
identified by the U.S. as ‘trade distorting’

• China abandons all counter-retaliatory tariffs and WTO 
tariff related disputes

• China must allow U.S. financial services firms to buy 
controlling interests in Chinese financial services firms 



Some major Phase One commitments
https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/files/agreements/phase%20one%20agreement/Economic_A

nd_Trade_Agreement_Between_The_United_States_And_China_Text.pdf

• US affirms it provides ‘equal treatment’ for all non-tariff measures
• Criminal, not civil, penalties for trade secret violations
• China agrees to U.S. patent extensions (‘evergreening’)
• Article 6.2 “Trade opportunities”: China ensures $200 b. increase 

in imports from 2017 baseline
• $32 b. increase in agriculture imports from U.S. by 12/21 from 2017 

$20 b.(USDA)-24 b. (Commerce) baseline 
• I.e. $72-80 b. total U.S. ag exports to China (not $100 b. per Trump, 

but a 52-60% increase regardless of demand)
• China agrees to U.S. non-risk assessment ag biotech regime 
• China agrees to treat U.S. financial service suppliers in a “non-

discriminatory manner” and remove foreign equity caps to enable 
U.S. control of Chinese firms 

https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/files/agreements/phase%20one%20agreement/Economic_And_Trade_Agreement_Between_The_United_States_And_China_Text.pdf


Difficulties in evaluating the Phase One MoU:
(USTR claim: no Congressional review allowed)



Since tariff relief is minor, why did China 
agree to some of the U.S. demands?



Phase One commitments: enforceable? 
Phase Two agreement: feasible?

• Difficulty in adapting U.S. federal and state trade 
secret law to Chinese federal and provincial law

• Extending patents without innovation: benefits?
• Import quotas for ag and industrial goods regardless 

of WTO MFN rule (US and China violate WTO rules to 
achieve Phase One commitments)

• China wants to globalize its ag biotech/pesticide 
industry: but on U.S. terms?

• “U.S. affirms equal treatment”: applies to financial 
services deregulation and non-enforcement, and to 
financial services bailouts by Federal Reserve?

• Ag export dumping: a Framework 1 problem



IATP review of Phase One agriculture deal



Beyond U.S. agribusiness export losses: ca $32 b. tariff 
related USDA subsidies to qualified “farming entities”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/12/13/big-takeaways-trumps-phase-one-china-trade-deal/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/12/13/big-takeaways-trumps-phase-one-china-trade-deal/




MN net farm income in the free trade era
Star Tribune (3/26/19): U of M Extension Research



2010-2019: Mpls. Fed prices below USDA CoP
https://www.minneapolisfed.org/publications/fedgazette/farmers-heading-to-fields-hoping-for-better

https://www.minneapolisfed.org/publications/fedgazette/farmers-heading-to-fields-hoping-for-better




Negotiations framework 1:
subsidies, anti-dumping and SOEs



Some issues for discussion in
Framework 1

• Definition of “trade distorting subsidy” (U.S., EU 
and Japan cannot agree)

• Some agricultural subsidies enable export dumping

• No WTO agricultural dumping disciplines: why?

• State Owned vs. State Controlled vs. State Assisted 
Enterprises (empirical tests)

• WTO antidumping tariffs vs. unilateral tariffs

• Special and Differential Treatment for whom and 
what?



Possible tradeoffs and sequencing issues in
Framework 1

• China/India: phase out ag Aggregate Measures of Support vs 
US demands for current AMS and stringent reporting 
requirements

• Allow climate mitigation/adaptation subsidies vs. 
disciplining climate distorting subsidies

• Define “trade distortion” for all WTO agreements vs. 
maintain undefined status quo

• Quantitative analysis of SOEs and SAEs loans, subsidies, 
regulatory relief, R&D, before legal definitions and metrics 
for dumping and “trade distortion”

• Agreement on SDT designation and benefits and WTO 
“notifications” subsequent to vs. anterior to agreements on 
subsidies, dumping, SOEs/SAEs  



Negotiations framework 2: 
trade and investment related climate impacts

• No binding environmental measures in WTO 
agreements and FTAs

• Climate change exacerbating new NAFTA
• Proposed plurilateral Environmental Goods Agreement: 

old wine in new bottles? 
• Negotiate a trade/investment  related climate change 

agreement in WTO Trade and Environment Committee? 
In UNFCC ? Elsewhere?

• Propose binding climate disciplines within WTO 
agreements: China and post-Trump US leadership

• Follow climate related financial risk due diligence 
model?



New NAFTA: tariff free fossil fuel trade; ISDS for 
MX oil and gas; environmental rules only if not 

trade restrictive
https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/files/agreements/FTA/USMCA/Protocol-

of-Amendments-to-the-United-States-Mexico-Canada-Agreement.pdf

https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/files/agreements/FTA/USMCA/Protocol-of-Amendments-to-the-United-States-Mexico-Canada-Agreement.pdf






Climate change not a “likely impact” in U.S. 
trade policy analysis

https://www.iatp.org/documents/comments-no-tpa-105-003-united-states-mexico-
canada-agreement-likely-impact-us-economy

https://www.iatp.org/documents/comments-no-tpa-105-003-united-states-mexico-canada-agreement-likely-impact-us-economy




Only 3% of 3500 reporting companies have 
climate resilient risk management and 

investments (2019) 





Climate related financial risk typology (IMF)
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2019/12/climate-change-central-banks-and-

financial-risk-grippa.htm

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2019/12/climate-change-central-banks-and-financial-risk-grippa.htm


Trade related climate negotiations framework:
some options to consider

• Leave WTO rules in place but allow a climate waiver for 
select rules?

• Binding environmental rules on ag and industrial goods 
subsidies, dumping tariffs, non-tariff measures, 
financial services, investment, dispute settlement

• Annual WTO member reporting of trade/investment 
related climate risk with penalties for non-reporting

• Special and Differential Treatment  waivers and aid for 
climate mitigation and adaptation related trade

• Role of US and China in agreeing multilateral 
trade/investment related climate change measures 



What China and a post-Trump administration 
could agree on climate finance and trade risk

• Require all U.S. and China private and publicly held 
firms and their subsidiaries to report their climate 
financial, trade and investment related risk, per IMF 
typology

• Require all such firms to publish, implement and 
enforce climate resilience plans

• Agree on penalties and incentives

• Create a fund to value and buy out the stranded assets 
of fossil fuel companies

• Agree on terms and a schedule for ending subsidies and  
deregulatory support for fossil fuel firms



Negotiations framework 3:
Trade related financial regulations

• WTO financial services: rules for market access 
liberalization only, not cross-border regulation of 
financial services

• Financial Stability Board: G20 response to global 
bank deregulation and bankruptcies  

• FSB recommends only; no binding rules

• Competitive pressure to deregulate financial 
services, e.g. Financial Services annex to TISA

• Consequences of cross-border regulatory evasion



China assesses its exposure to U.S. markets and 
financial (de)regulation

https://voxeu.org/article/assessing-china-and-hong-kong-s-vulnerability-global-financial-crisis

https://voxeu.org/article/assessing-china-and-hong-kong-s-vulnerability-global-financial-crisis


U.S. questions China’s commitment to financial 
regulatory reform and non-intervention in 

financial markets



Central bank (stability) v. finance ministry 
(liberalize financial services for growth) 

1/22/19 SCMP







Private beneficiaries of the 2007-2010 Federal 
Reserve Bank emergency loan program: 

(www.levyinstitute.org/publications/?docid=1462)





Cross border regulatory evasion:
”There was this culture in London, and it really came 

from New York”
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/23/business/cum-ex.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/23/business/cum-ex.html




Possible financial services liberalization vs 
cross-border regulation issues 

• Academic theory on financial services: regulation 
for financial stability vs deregulation or self-
regulation to maximize efficient capital allocation

• ‘Non-discrimination’ principle to increase 
liberalization vs. regulatory performance 
requirements for financial service suppliers

• FSB like trade related financial services audits 

• Preferential market access for “green” finance long 
term commitments and performance



Some possible financial services liberalization v. 
cross border regulatory trade-offs 

• Condition market access on robust cross-border 
regulation (e.g.  Access to consolidated audit trail)

• Market access penalties for financial firms credibly 
charged with cross border crime/ market disruption 
vs. preferential access for cross-border cooperative 
and compliant firms

• Central bank currency manipulation vs. disciplines 
on foreign exchange contract trading manipulation



Conclusion: feasibility and priorities for 
frameworks and trade-offs

• Trade and finance related climate crisis is imminent but 
negotiating frameworks are weak: bilateral 
negotiations more feasible?

• Trade related finance is global: bilateral cross border 
rules probably ineffective

• Negotiations on agricultural and industrial subsidies 
and anti-dumping measures feasible within WTO

• Agreement on SOEs and SAEs would need to include 
financial services 

• U.S. plans for a WTO 2.0 by 2025 (Lighthizer, Wolf) 
could disrupt negotiating frameworks






